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Abstract
Water distribution networks (WDN) are often described as
arteries of urban and rural areas since they sustain all human
activities. Unfortunately, after several decades of uninterrupted
functioning, ageing and deterioration due to external and internal
agents have caused a reduction in terms of pipe hydraulic capacity
and, more importantly, an increased level of leakages. Traditionally
WDN’s maintenance was based on reactive replacement/repair of
pipes after that failures occurred. In recent years the increasing of
failures rates in many WDN worldwide have driven water
managers to move towards a proactive approach in order to plan
rehabilitation/maintenance of infrastructures before that major
incidents would occur. This paper points out at the architecture of
a decision support system (DSS) which integrates all information
(both qualitative and quantitative) currently available on real
WDN, recent advancements in ICT and management objectives
for defining optimal medium-term rehabilitation plans. It consists
of three main components: (1) a modeling tool including, besides
other models, some utilities for automatic WDN hydraulic
analysis; (2) a data-management tool allowing different types of
information to be stored and the usage some artificial intelligence
techniques in order to mine additional information from data and
(3) an optimization tool aiming at searching optimal alternatives
for decision makers. The main features of each component as well
as their integration are further discussed and exemplified in a realworld case study.
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Introduction
Most of human activities in both developed and developing
countries are concentrated in large urban areas. Therein water use
is guaranteed by the correct functioning of water distribution
networks which are necessary to carry water from sources (e.g.
reservoirs connected to urban areas through large mains) to
customers’ taps (i.e. up to service connections). Although such
infrastructures are likely to work without interruptions for years,
they are subject to gradual deterioration along pipes and/or at
joints and fittings. This phenomenon, in turns, results into many
drawbacks for both water companies (or municipalities) and
customers. In fact, the actual carrying capacity of pipe
progressively reduces due to byproducts’ encrustations/corrosion;
this, would later affect service levels at delivery points where
pressure can be insufficient for a correct water delivering.
Moreover, uncontrolled deterioration would show several
weakness points along the network which might lead to possible
leakages that would at turn generate direct costs for repairing and
indirect costs for urban community. Due to the above mentioned
counter effects, water companies worldwide are gradually leaving
the traditional reactive management approach in favor of a
proactive planning of WDN surveys and rehabilitation works.
Today, the problem of planning interventions on such
infrastructure pertains the wider issue of managing different
utilities while planning the expansion of the existing urban areas.
Such planning activities are usually based upon demographic
analysis, as for instance, forecasting potential increase/decrease of
cities’ population in the future as well as provisional land uses in
future urban scenarios. Moreover, the changes occurring in people
lifestyles as well as the increasing impact of climate changes are
some factors which need to be taken into account while trying
planning interventions on such complex systems.
The main stakeholders of those plans are grouped within the
target of final users/customers while decision makers are often
find in the public/institutional sphere (i.e. municipalities) or
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private ones (i.e. companies) which should provide continuous
service of utilities in urban area in order to guarantee acceptable
lifestyle.
Along such a comprehensive perspective in terms of its
rehabilitation and/or expansion, WDN management should be
integrated with other interventions on urban utilities in order to
avoid waste of money and to match future customers and final
users’ needs.
Nonetheless, the problem of acknowledging the actual network
conditions is largely impaired since these infrastructures are
mainly found in the underground. The impossibility of visual
inspection severely reduces the diagnostic possibilities of such
systems, thus, implying a considerable uncertainty in using any
models on predicting failures. For this reason, water companies
are improving their data collection practices as well as systematic
surveys. Moreover, the advent of ICT for WDN management
allows effective data management and visualization. In particular,
the use of some new technologies (e.g., WEB 2.0 network) is
being proposed to allow customers to communicate with water
companies in order to report complaints due to malfunctioning
or service information.
The need for taking proper courses of actions while planning
intervention on a WDN is also motivated by two recently
emerging community issues on water distribution analysis, namely
water security and responses to climate changes. Water security
refers to the level of alert and warning in giving prompt and right
responses to potential contamination scenarios. This issue reflects
the modern international relations’ history signed by the threat of
terrorist attacks and possible accidental contamination of WDN.
On the other hand, climate changes are likely to affect customers’
habits resulting, for example, into sharper patterns of daily
demand. The knowledge of network behavior and the possible
evaluation of different interventions may help identifying some
strategies to reduce/annul possible network insufficiencies with
respect to customer’s demand variations.
Shamir and Howard (1979) and Walski and Pelliccia (1982)
provided general guidelines for evaluating whether a pipe should
be replaced/rehabilitated while mainly focusing on economic
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criteria. Successively, other criteria have been considered to select
effective intervention plans: the reduction of pressure deficiencies
(Walski, 1985), the improvement of water quality and system
flexibility (Halhal et al., 1997) and the reduction of pumping costs
(Kim and Mays, 1994). In some works the network reliability has
been introduced to identify those pipes which need the most to be
rehabilitated (Todini, 2000; Dandy and Engelhardt, 2006). A
recent paper (Berardi et al., 2008) also took into account the
reduction of leakages and the actual valve deployment while
selecting pipes to be replaced.
A holistic approach to asset management should also be viewed as
a business discipline for managing the life cycle of assets.
Nonetheless, the so-called whole life cost models are likely
affected by all uncertainties referring to discount rate, failure
prediction and actual network service conditions (e.g., changes in
demand patterns, network expansions, and so on). For these
reasons long-term scheduling is often conceived in terms of a set
of short planning phases (time steps).
In recent years, the problem of selecting optimal rehabilitation
alternatives has been solved by using multi objective genetic
algorithms (MOGA) (Goldberg, 1989; Savic, 2002), as it is given
evidence in several papers (e.g., Halhal et al., 1997; Cheung et al.,
2003, Dandy and Engelhardt, 2006). Only recently, some works
(Giustolisi et al., 2006; Berardi et al., 2008; Giustolisi and Berardi,
2009) proposed a methodology to help decision makers in
selecting the optimal intervention plans amongst a large amount
of solutions provided by MOGA, especially when many objective
functions are involved in the optimization process.
This paper describes the main feature of a system aimed at
supporting decision on network maintenance/ rehabilitation/
renewal. From a decision theory perspective such work is likely to
respond to a decision aiding problem since it points out the most
effective intervention alternatives. On the contrary, the decision
problem is still left to decision makers whose task is to select
amongst available suggested (technically optimal) alternatives
according to some additional criteria (which are not necessarily
known to analysts). The aim of this work is to reduce the gap
between the so-called domain experts (i.e., technicians of the
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water companies) and methodology experts (i.e., analysts) by
means of the suggested and recommended system.
Although this decision support system is clearly aimed at
addressing WDN manager’s need, the solutions that would be
obtained can be profitably used as a pragmatic element for further
analysis/discussion within the decision process by some other
“city managers”.
Operational decision support system for sustainable WDN
management
Devising an operational decision support system (DSS) for water
distribution network management means to be able to combine
current available knowledge on infrastructure with a number of
different objectives representing economic, management and
service requirements. Although the main goal of using a DSS is
the achievement of optimal maintenance/rehabilitation planning,
its adoption in common practice for water utility management also
results into many positive side effects:
1) it justifies the development of reliable hydraulic models
to be used for assessing network functioning under
different hypothetic scenarios (e.g., emergency response to
malfunctioning and/or contaminant intrusion);
2)it helps water managers to acknowledge real management
targets to be pursued in the near future, without overrating
the marginal improvements that would otherwise be
achieved in short-time planning;
3)it compels water utilities to improve the knowledge of real
physical conditions of existing infrastructures;
4) it motivates the adoption of efficient data collection/
storage systems;
5)it encourages the adoption of some recent information
and communication technologies (ICT) in order to enable
interaction with customers. In fact, customers can be
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ultimately seen as “distributed sensors” which are essential
for detecting unacceptable network functioning;
6)as a consequence, the pervasive use of DSS justifies
regulatory bodies in defining stringent performance
requirements to water utilities which, at turn, allows
improving the efficiency of existing infrastructures;
7)further, it motivates city managers in discussing possible
intervention scenarios with services utility managers (i.e.,
water managers, in this case) in order to take optimal
decision from a global urban perspective;
8)it also encourages future efforts in developing some urban
trends which could be easily included in future DSS.
The main architecture of the DSS reported herein consists of
three main areas concerning models, data management and optimization
as shown in Figure 1. Although they represent three separate
cognitive aspects of the infrastructure management process, they
are tightly linked to each other. In fact, data management should be
designed in order to make promptly available inputs to models
and, at turn, to accommodate model outputs. Moreover, the need
for fast optimization procedure requires an extremely efficient
data structure where information can be easily retrieved as well as
a fast WDN simulation model. In particular, a computationally
effective hydraulic model aims at speeding up multiple network
simulations representing different hypothetic scenarios to be
evaluated while searching for optimal intervention plans.
It is worth noting that the DSS is conceived herein to solve the
so-called decision aiding problem (Tsoukiàs, 2007) rather than the
decision problem itself. This means that the final purpose of using
the DSS should be a set of optimal alternatives where decision
makers (i.e., the water manager, or even the city manager) might
choose the best ones according to their own criteria, which are
not necessarily known when technicians/analysis set the DSS up.
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Figure 1. Main architecture of the decision support system for WDN
management.

The main features of each area are included in the following figure
along with some discussion about the key connections amongst
each other.
Modeling tool
As it has been mentioned in the introduction, planning optimal
interventions on WDN includes simulation of many aspects of
separate systems in order to assess the impacts of each hypothetic
intervention plan. In fact, acting on a given element of the WDN
usually results into a temporary closure of isolation valves, service
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disruptions and temporary change of regular WDN functioning.
In addition, setting intervention sites is also the cause of traffic
disruptions, third party damages and different costs (e.g.,
interruption of some commercial activities, temporary shops
closure, temporary interruption of urban roads nearby hospitals
and so on). There is a number of models which are needed for
simulating all these aspects, mostly concerning the particular
application, thus, not easily to be generalized (e.g., the traffic
model). In this work two types of models are mentioned by
supporting brief details, namely hydraulic and cost models, since
they have been traditionally considered in WDN rehabilitation
planning. Nonetheless, the open architecture of the proposed DSS
is able to accommodate other case-specific models.
Hydraulic model
The simulation of WDN hydraulic functioning is based on its
topology in terms of pipes and nodes. Such a representation reflects
two main conservation laws describing the physical behavior of
the hydraulic system: the mass balance at each node and the energy
conservation through each pipe.
Accordingly, nodes are usually related to outflows and pressure
control points (e.g., water tanks), while pipes are likely referred to
any kind of energy balance elements (including some elements like
pumps and minor head losses which are actually punctual entities).
Such a topological representation also accommodates isolation
valves considered to be as special elements located near nodes and
upon pipes allowing interruption of some potential water paths
and, as a consequence, of the whole network layout.
Attempts made in modeling the hydraulic behavior of a WDN
means to have an interesting attempt at predicting its status in
terms of pipe water flows and nodal pressures, once boundary
conditions which represent the current network topology (as it
results from the isolation of valves’ status), proper characteristics
of assets and service conditions (i.e., the basis of nodal demands,
water level in tanks, status of pumps and minor losses) have been
provided. Moreover, in order to achieve a realistic prediction of
pipes status, simulation should be performed by considering
pressure-dependent nodal demands (i.e., pressure-driven
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simulation) (Giustolisi et al., 2008a). Such a modeling approach
also leads to the introduction of water leakages from pipes and
joints as pressure-dependent water outflows whose pressuredischarge relation can be modeled by using some pipe leakage
parameters (Germanopoulos, 1985).
Once the hydraulic model has been built and calibrated, actual
pressures and supplied demands can be assessed whatever would
be the boundary conditions (i.e., actual topology, demand pattern,
pump status and so on). In addition, it would be also possible to
estimate the amount of water lost from joints and fittings.
It is worth noting that developing/calibrating a reliable pressuredriven hydraulic model is likely to realistically reproduce actual
network functioning. This, in turn, means avoiding false
misgivings about future system insufficiencies due to future
expected increases of water demand. As a consequence, this leads
to a more cost-effective planning of system expansion works.
The hydraulic model to be used in a DSS for WDN maintenance
should be coupled with the following ancillary analysis utilities:
-

the automatic identification of pipe segments related to
isolation valve shutdowns (Giustolisi and Savic, 2010);

-

the automatic detection of some portions of the WDN
currently connected with water sources (Giustolisi et al.,
2008b).

The former utility can be used right after defining the WDN
topology and locating isolation valves. The latter should precede
the hydraulic simulation in order to detect the current network
topology to be simulated. The combination of both utilities with
the WDN hydraulic simulator permits assessing system reliability
in case of abnormal functioning conditions due to
planned/emergency interventions as well as the simulation of
responses after the contaminant intrusion from any possible
location.
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Cost model
Maintenance/rehabilitation/expansion
interventions
require
capital expenditure, thus investments should be carefully assessed
based on actual costs and management practices. In fact, the
economic impact of rehabilitation interventions has to be
evaluated in terms of both direct costs (e.g., crew, materials,
excavation, repaving) and indirect costs (e.g., service interruption,
traffic disruption) (Clark et al., 2002). Usually, the latter are
tremendously difficult to be quantified since they include
customers’ dissatisfaction, eventual/potential traffic congestion,
third party damages. The easiest way to estimate indirect costs is
the use of some multiplier of direct costs (Walski, 1985; Dandy
and Engelhardt, 2006) which take into account different land uses
in the supplied areas. Some more refined models can be obtained
by using detailed information on real activities which might be
available on a GIS platform. Coupling such information with a
traffic model may help quantifying the impact of
emergency/planned interventions from a global urban service
perspective.
Another issue which should be taken into account considers the
possible savings on both materials and crew when some quantities
of the same material are used or interventions are close to each
other. Such aspects dealing with scale economies depend on
specific management practices and cannot be easily coded into a
mathematical expression of general validity.
Finally, according medium-long term planning it is essential to
take into account the interest rate which should be carefully
predicted during DSS settings. Overestimating or underestimating
interest rate might result into misleading alternatives for any
decision makers. Such a predictive uncertainty together with the
uncertainty about future network conditions (i.e., leakage level,
pipe deterioration, demand increase) led some authors (e.g.,
Dandy and Engelhardt, 2006) to plan medium-long term
interventions considering multiple time steps. Each time step for
planning usually span from one up to five years since most of the
WDN working conditions can be approximately kept constant.
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Data management tool
As mentioned above, the data structure to be used in a DSS is
conceived to facilitate data retrieving whenever required during
network analysis and simulation. As a consequence, the database
adopted in the present DSS reflects the main distinction between
pipes and nodes which has been outlined in the previous section.
The reason for such a choice is twofold. On one hand, the pipesnodes data structure does not need any further manipulation to be
used as input for hydraulic model, which is usually the most
computationally required component out of the whole analysis
and optimization procedure. On the other hand, it reflects the two
main entities the WDN management information is related to. In
fact, all data about infrastructure assets (e.g., age, material, length
and so on) as well as costs for their rehabilitation, replacement or
maintenance are usually attributed to pipes. Conversely, all
information
concerning
customers
(e.g.,
demand,
domestic/commercial/industrial type of customers) and service
levels (e.g., water supplied, service pressure) refer to nodes.
Information on pipe segments associated with valve shutdowns (as
well as the segment each pipe/node belong to) is included as an
additional field in both tables.
Finally, it is worth noting that even outputs of models discussed in
previous section (i.e., hydraulic simulator and cost assessment)
refers to pipes and nodes or, if this is not straightforward the case,
they can be easily associated to pipes or nodes.
Besides existing information available to water managers (e.g..,
asset features, costs and so on) and deriving from models (e.g.,
WDN hydraulic simulation), the data management tool suggested
herein allows users (i.e., technicians/analysts) to exploit such
information in order to gain additional knowledge about the
system which can be used for setting up the DSS. Apart from
classical statistic inference functions (e.g., mean, standard
deviation and statistical tests to check if data belong to a given
PDF) the data management tool is linked to external utilities that
affect artificial intelligence (AI) techniques. This extension aims at
discovering existing patterns in available data. The resulting
analysis might help reproducing system behavior and/or
estimating the likelihood of a given phenomenon to occur.
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Up to date, a number of techniques which are available mainly
come from operational research and computer science. Although
there are not explicit restrictions about the use of any type of
technique in the main DSS architecture, some of them are readily
linked to the data-management tool of the DSS described herein.
Their main features are summarized in the following paragraph.
Evolutionary Polynomial Regression (EPR) (Giustolisi
and Savic, 2006; 2009): this is a hybrid stepwise regression which
integrates the effectiveness of genetic programming and search
strategies with the advantages of numerical regression for
estimating model parameters. EPR has been widely adopted in
many application areas including water distribution networks,
sewers, hydrology and structural engineering. The versatility of
EPR modeling paradigm as well as the easiness of interaction with
the user from data preparation to model selection justify its
increased use in recent years.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) (Haykin, 1999): ANN
are based on the mechanisms underlying the behavior of neurons.
They can be roughly defined as general purpose regression
techniques. Nowadays there are innumerable applications of ANN
in many scientific fields. ANN main feature is the capability of
fitting any data so that they are also known as universal regressors.
Evidence Theory (ET): it was introduced by Dampster
and Shafer (e.g., Shafer, 1976) and is based on the so-called theory
of evidence. It consists of combining evidence from different
sources until reaching a degree of belief (represented by a belief
function) which takes into account all the available evidences.
Although ET results might be in conflict with the classical
Bayesian theory of probability, it also suggests to consider
independent sources of information, as it is the case of data
coming from customers or remote sensors within a WDN.
Case Based Reasoning (CBR) (Agnar and Plaza, 1994): it
is generally considered as the process of solving new problems
based on the solutions of similar past problems. It has been also
considered as a particular class of machine learning such as rules
induction. Decision trees are typical example of such artificial
intelligence strategies.
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Figure 2: it summarizes both pipes-nodes database’ structure
adopted in the data management tool and the interaction between
data, artificial intelligence utilities and the modeling tool.
The DSS user is allowed to select data of interest (e.g., field in the
pipes table) and then, to call one of the AI utilities. Data are
manipulated (through a guided procedure) in order to match the
data format that has to be used as an input for the specific AI
utility.
As known, such AI techniques may provide simple data (i.e.
numeric values which might be added in the main data base as an
additional information) or even models to be included into the
modeling tool. In the latter case, models can be symbolic
mathematical expressions (e.g., as from EPR), trained networks
(e.g., from ANN), probability density functions (e.g., from ET),
decision trees (e.g., from CBR) and so on.

Figure 2. Interaction between data management, modeling tools and
artificial intelligence techniques.
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Optimization tool
A pragmatic DSS for sustainable management of WDN should
include the preservation of water resources for future generations
by proposing effective solutions for present managers. If the
former goal fails, sustainability would be mismatched; if the latter
requisite lacked, water managers may would not be enough
motivated in pursuing such interventions. In such a multiobjective decision framework there is not a unique “best” solution
but rather a set of “optimal” tradeoffs between different
objectives. As a consequence, the DSS should provide the best
compromise solutions among a set of different (and conflicting)
aims. Afterwards, the decision maker should be able to evaluate
each of these solutions from both technical standpoint and using
additional (that analysts would not yet know) criteria. Optimal
solutions, to be provided to final user, should be:
easy to understand (what actions to undertake, where and
when to intervene);
able to contain a limited number of viable alternatives (it
is preferable to simply provide the priority of intervention on each
network element);
easy to be evaluated in terms of marginal improvement of
objective functions achievable by shifting between different
optimal alternatives.
The present DSS exploits a Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm
(MOGA) named OPTIMOGA (Giustolisi et al., 2004). MOGAs
are known as population based search and optimization techniques
are optimal solutions that are obtained by mimicking the evolution
mechanisms in nature. As it happens as mammalian reproduction,
each new solution is obtained from two parent solutions by using
crossover and mutation operators. In multi-objective decision
contexts the fitness of each solution is evaluated in terms of
Pareto-dominance within the space of objective functions. Once
the search is completed (i.e. a fixed number of generations is
reached) OPTIMOGA returns a population of the best fit
solutions.
Nonetheless, due to a number of decision variables involved (e.g.,
multiple types of alternative interventions for each WDN element)
and multiple objective functions used to drive the research, the
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size of resulting population is usually quite large. The DSS
proposed herein exploits these solutions to obtain a priority of
intervention per each element proper of the water distribution
network (Berardi and Giustolisi, 2009). In this way, OPTIMOGA
solutions are used as a knowledge base for devising operational
intervention plans. In particular, based on specific types of
interventions which are coded amongst decision variables, a
priority of action is assigned to each pipe that is based upon the
frequency of selection among the Pareto front of OPTIMOGA
solutions. In the case of binary decision (e.g., replace/do-nothing
or survey/not-survey problems) such a priority reflects, also, the
action to undertake. Otherwise, when multiple alternatives are
considered, such a priority can be used to support the analyst
further in the aim of refining the range of feasible options (i.e.
candidate pipes and actions to consider).
The optimization tool requires two essential issues to be defined,
namely decision variables and the objective functions.
Decision variables
Planning interventions on water pipe networks means to decide
when starting works (timing of interventions), where allocating
interventions (location) and what actions to undertake (type of
intervention). Rehabilitating a water distribution pipe basically
means improving its hydraulic conveyance capacity, structural
resilience or both. A typical intervention for improving pipe
hydraulic capacity merely consists of reducing the internal
roughness by cleaning and/or relining pipe wall. Unless it is
obtained by inserting a new pipe into the old one, pipe re-lining
does not improve pipe structural performance. Vice versa, pipe
replacement allows for complete renewing of structural and
hydraulic performance, although it is the more drastic and
expensive option. A further alternative type of intervention refers
to the replacing of a pipe by selecting amongst a set of
commercial diameters. In all cases both pipe hydraulic resistance is
changed.
Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that possible water losses
through joints or fittings in those pipes that had been selected for
interventions would also be repaired during inspections,
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irrespectively on the type of a specific action. This means that the
pipes’ expected propensity to leak after interventions is drastically
reduced.
Based on interventions that have afore considered, decision
variables might be coded in different ways, thus resulting into
even different search space (Dandy and Engelhardt, 2006).
Objective functions
The search for optimal interventions through OPTIMOGA is
mainly driven by the fitness of solutions in terms of objective
functions. They represent different aims to be pursued in order to
fulfill economic effectiveness, system performance improvement
and/or some management strategies, potentially involving some
other city management aspects. It is evident that these objectives
vary among different WDNs even if they are managed by the
same water company. For this reason, the architecture of the
proposed DSS is conceived to allow the user (i.e. the
technician/analyst working for the water company) formulating
specific objective functions based on data and models available
from data management and modeling tools, respectively.
It is worth noting that this is a crucial improvement over
previously existing works on DSS construction for WDN
management. In fact, differently from a general purpose decision
aiding approach (Tsoukìas, 2007), both analysts and customers
share the same cognitive background which conjugates the
engineering and the economic aspect of the problem. In addition,
it often happens that technicians/analysts of water companies
themselves are called up to find viable intervention plans. Based
on such as positive working situation, the present DSS is suited to
fill the gap further (between the domain expert and the analyst). A
gap which originates from coding client expectations into formal
objectives.
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Figure 3. Conceptual scheme for interaction among the DSS tools.

As reported in Figure 3, the generic objective fi is a function of
data, decision variables and, if the case, outputs from model(s). In
more details, decision variables X (i.e. intervention works and
timing) are likely to affect expected network behavior as simulated
by model(s). This means that the search for optimal solutions
requires multiple model(s) runs, each of them using different sets
of decision variables. The user is allowed to combine all possible
model outputs Y with data (i.e., fields in the main database D)
and/or current decision variables X into simple mathematical
expressions that are used to drive the search for optimal solutions
(i.e., by using OPTIMOGA). Such an open architecture allows the
user to combine together results from hydraulic, economic and
city management models. Thus, for example, a possible objective
could be to concentrate as many interventions as possible in
shopping areas or city center in order to minimize the probability
of pipe failure and multiple emergency interventions on the same
zone in the near future. On the other hand, interventions on
residential areas may be planned not necessarily closer in terms of
time and space due to their limited economic impact.
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In addition, DSS user is also provided with an archive of readily
selectable objective functions which are of general applicability on
WDN. They are briefly described below:
Minimization of the investment required: it is the sum of costs
for planned interventions based on cost data stored in the pipes
database.
Minimization of the expected cost of pipe breaks: pipe
rehabilitation campaign is aimed at curtailing the risk of future
incidents due to pipe failures. Usually, such risks are evaluated in
terms of costs related to such incidents and on the likelihood of
pipes’ future failures. The assessment of potential risks is based on
the analysis of incident data records which are available to water
companies and might come out from the application of some
data-driven modeling (Berardi et al., 2008) or probability (Watson,
2005) techniques.
Preferential selection of some pipes: this objective function
encompasses different preferences of selection for WDN
elements which might reflect some management strategies (e.g.,
the use of some types of pipes for stock control) or the
concomitance with other works on underground service utilities in
the same streets. Although evaluating such preferences might be
related to proper models, this default objective function simply
maximize the sum of some numeric preference values to be
attributed at each network element (i.e., each pipe) a priori.
System reliability: it is based on the minimization of number
of customers who are affected by insufficient pressure or who are
no longer supplied with water due to a system’s failure. The
assessment of deficiently supplied customers requires the
application of both topological analysis (in order to detect
customers who are actually connected to water sources) and
pressure-driven hydraulic simulation.
Expected leakage reduction: rehabilitating a WDN pipe
implies that inspection and, in specific cases, repair of some
leakages are made. From a hydraulic modeling perspective this
means changing the relevant leakage parameters to be used in the
pressure-driven hydraulic simulator. Along such a hypothesis, it is
possible to assess the expected level of leakages after each
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intervention. It is worth noting that, even a complete system’s
renewal would not reset water leakages to zero. Moreover, the use
of pressure-driven hydraulic simulation is an essential prerequisite
to evaluate actual effects, after each intervention, into a looped
system in terms of pressure regime variations and, as a
consequence, in terms of leakage outflows.
Optimal work allocation: such objective is based on the
relationship between pipe segments and isolation valves which need
to be necessarily closed to each other in order to let crews work
on pipes. It is aimed at minimizing the number of different pipe
segments that need to be isolated in order to accomplish a given
intervention plan.
Once both decision variables and objective functions are defined,
a final decision support, which contain all viable intervention
alternatives water managers can make use of, is obtained after
that search and the prioritization procedure is taken place.
Example application
Figure n. 4 portrays the layout of a real network named
“Apulian_1”. All the asset data, assumed nodal demands and cost
information about all diameters in the network can be found in
Berardi et al.(2009). The work also contains further information
on network elements and available data that are used in order to
predict the extent of pipe bursts’ propensity per each year.

Figure 4. Network layout.
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Table 1 portrays expressions representing objective functions.
Relevant meanings are clarified in the following. Pipes 8, 25, 27
and 30m, seem to be preferred for selection and relevant numerical
preferences and are deliberately set wp = 0.5 (in a scale from 0 to
1) for these pipes and wp = 0 for the others. Such values are used
to evaluate objective f3 in Table 1.
Table 1. Objective functions in example application

Description
Investment required
Expected cost of pipe
breaks
Preferential selection

System reliability
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f1 = Min ⎜ ∑ Crepl ⋅ Lp ⎟
R
⎝ p∈R
⎠
⎛ ∑ d p ⋅ Crepair ⋅ BR p ⎞
⎜ p∈G
⎟
f 2 = Min ⎜
⎟
R
d
C
BR
⋅
⋅
∑
p
repair
p
⎜
⎟
⎝ p∈Net
⎠
⎛ ∑ wp ⎞
⎜ p∈H
⎟
f 3 = Min ⎜
⎟
R
H
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠
⎛ ∑ ⎡( d ⋅ Pr ) + ( d ⋅ Pr ) ⎤ ⋅ BR p
i
d ⎦p
⎣
⎜
f 4 = Min ⎜ p∈G
R
⎜ ∑ ⎡⎣( d ⋅ Pr )i + ( d ⋅ Pr )d ⎤⎦ p ⋅ BR p
⎝ p∈Net

Work allocation

f5 = Min ( S R

Expected leakage
reduction

f 6 = Min ( QRL )

Economies of scale

R

)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

R

f 7 = Min ( DR
R

)

|H| represents the number of pipes which are not selected for
rehabilitation works. Two extreme demand scenarios are assumed
at 8.00 a.m. (peak demand) and 1.00 a.m. (lowest demand - equal
to about 10% of peak demand). The former scenario is used for
assessing system reliability (f4) and the latter for estimating the
leakage level (f6). In Table 1, BRp is the number of pipe bursts
which are predicted by the use of an EPR based model (Giustolisi
and Berardi, 2007; Berardi et al., 2009); Prp is the number of
connections to private properties; subscripts i and d refers to
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isolated and deficiently supplied properties due to pipe p failing.
To put it simple, all properties are assumed to be domestic, thus
the cost multiplier has been defined as d =1.5 for all pipes (Berardi
et al., 2008). In order to estimate the leakage level (f6) the pressuredriven leakage model proposed by Giustolisi et al. (2008a) is used
since it allows a pipe level reduction of leakages in terms of
reduced leakage coefficients. In this case it is assumed that leakage
coefficient p reduces from 2.35·10-7 (for existing pipes) to
2.71·10-8 for new pipes, as resulting from the assumption that
complete network renewal would reduce water losses from 25%
to 5% of the peak hour demand. Leakage exponent p is assumed
to be 1.2 in both cases. Moreover, new pipes are assumed to have
a Bazin’s roughness coefficient N = 0.10m1/2, lower than O =
0.20m1/2 of old pipes. Thus hydraulic simulator accounts for
changes in both pipe which carry capacity and leakage reduction.
In Table 1: Crepair represents the repair cost of each pipe; |SR| is
the number of pipe isolated district which allows rehabilitation
works; |DR| is the number of different types of interventions (e.g.
new diameters of renewed pipes) selected for rehabilitation. Thus,
objectives f5 and f7 are used as a measure for evaluating optimal
work allocation (by reducing the number of required pipe
segments’ isolation) and the fulfillment of scale economies (Nafi
and Kleiner, 2009) (by selecting the minimum number of different
types of works).
Figure 5 lays out a snapshot of one of the tables resulting from
the DSS which contains the incremental variations or simply the
values of objective functions corresponding to those obtained
after the implementation of the above mentioned procedure to
Apulian_1. f1 is pipe replacement cost; f2 is the reduction of
breakage risk; f3 is the fulfilment of preferential selection (it
decreases at preferential pipes only); f4 is the reduction of system
unreliability; f5 is the number of pipe segments to be isolated; f6
is the reduction of leakage flow (in percentage) with respect of the
do-nothing option at the peak-pressure hour (i.e. 1.00 a.m.); f7 is
the number of different diameters required to be chosen among a
set of 9 alternatives.
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Figure 5 portrays a snapshot of the manager table showing the marginal
objective improvements corresponding to progressive pipe replacing.

Note that in the first column of Figure 5 pipes are sorted
according to decreasing priority. Based on such a order managers
may repeat the search of optimal solutions on a smaller pipes’
number ( 10 pipes is the most number) and possible alternatives
(i.e. set of diameters) based, for example, on either available
budget or expected pressure conditions. Otherwise, such a
solution can be used straightforward to replace old pipes with new
diameters that result from the prioritization’s procedure.
The suggested DSS is a way that would actually help technicians in
formulating selection criteria (as objective functions), analyzing
the decision context, refining the search of space and, finally
getting a set of optimal alternatives.
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Discussion and conclusions
The decision support system introduced herein is structured into
three main tools allowing data management, system modeling and
search for optimal solutions.
The data management tool is based on the main pipes-nodes
architecture so that different types of information can be easily
stored and retrieved. Such module is linked to some external
utilities that leverage as many as different artificial intelligence
techniques to mine patterns in data and gain additional
information on system behavior. Outputs of such an external AI
utilities can be either based on numerical values to be stored in the
main database or based on models (e.g., symbolic formulas,
trained artificial neural networks, decision trees and so on) to be
included in the modeling tool.
The modeling tool represents a collection of models which can be
used to simulate different aspects of network behavior. It includes
a WDN hydraulic simulator including a realistic pressure-driven
leakage model based upon some topological analysis utilities. In
addition, this work introduces an essential feature of a cost model
which exemplifies other model’s possible inclusion (e.g. traffic
model, failure prediction model) aimed at assessing network
functioning during the search for optimal solutions.
The optimization tool exploits a Multi Objective Genetic Algorithm
(named OPTIMOGA) as the main search and optimization
techniques. The user has to define the optimization problem in
terms of decision variables and objective function formulation.
This latter can be directly formulated by the user as simple
expressions by retrieving both data, that has been stored in the
main database, and model outputs.
From an operational standpoint, technicians of water companies
as well as urban planners are, then, allowed to clearly evaluate the
consequences of each intervention by looking at the marginal
variation of each objective function. Moreover, the analysis that’s
been performed, could be repeated per each year (or even after a
given time lag) in order to both accommodate changes in the
system and introducing additional criteria (i.e. objectives). This
basically allows a dynamic planning of maintenance works on the
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WDN which can be also tailored to match city
management/planning needs.
It is noteworthy that the open architecture suggested by the DSS
aims at filling the gap between analysts ( referring to a
methodology expert) and customers (referring to a domain/utility
expert) by using an intuitive formalization of objective which can
be easily reported to stakeholders as well as city managers. This
circumstance is expected to gain credibility from customers as well
as to reduce discrepancies between different urban utilities’
management objectives and urban planning.
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